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REQUESTED REVISION:
STANDARD: IEEE Std 802.3-2022
CLAUSE NUMBER: 99.4.7.7
CLAUSE TITLE: State diagrams

PROPOSED REVISION TEXT:
In Figure 99-6 'Receive Processing state diagram', change the variable 'rRxDV' to 'rRxDv' in the transition condition for the transition INIT_RX_PROC to IDLE_RX_PROC and for the transition IDLE_RX_PROC to pMAC_DATA_VALID.

RATIONALE FOR REVISION:
In Figure 99-6, there appears to be a typo in the transition condition from INIT_RX_PROC to IDLE_RX_PROC as well as from IDLE_RX_PROC to pMAC_DATA_VALID. Both use the variable rRxDV (uppercase 'V'), whereas the variable is defined (see subclause 99.4.7.3), and used elsewhere is in Figure 99-6, rRxDv (lowercase 'v').

IMPACT ON EXISTING NETWORKS:
None, this is just correcting a typo.